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        Few initiatives
genuinely touch the sides
when it comes to lead
generation but having
24/7 human-led live-chat
on the Galliard website
has delivered a 20%
increase in buyer
enquiries. I couldn’t
recommend this team
highly enough.

Galliard Homes is one of the United Kingdom’s pre-eminent property
developers with a £3.95 billion portfolio under construction which includes
6,905 homes and 341 hotel suites. Galliard Homes undertakes sales and
marketing for the Group’s portfolio of homes for private sale.

Their Challenges

Property Developer
Galliard Homes
increases web-leads
by over 20% 

The Client

Despite leads coming through their website inquiry
form, Galliard Homes were looking for a solution to
increase visitor engagement and generate more
detailed lead information.

Lead quality

Almost 40% of Galliard Homes’ website traffic
occurs outside of working hours. As such, a 24/7
solution was needed to enhance lead conversion
rates around the clock.

24/7 coverage

Galliard Homes wished to ensure that the solution
deployed would significantly enhance overall lead
generation, rather than simply moving it from one
channel to another. 

Lead cannibalisation

GARY CONWAY
Director, Galliard Homes
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Hi there! How may I help you?

The Solution

Over the course of 3-
months Galliard Homes

saw a 20% uplift, delivering
more than 300 additional

leads each month.

The Results

GREATER
QUALIFICATION

Real-time chat allowed for
better qualified leads to be

passed through to the
Galliard sales team to

contact.

Enhanced SEO with a 3.13%
reduction in website

‘bounce rate’ and 2.52%
increase in ‘average time

on site’.

Customer satisfaction
scores (CSAT) were over

95% showing the user
experience value live chat

can bring.

Successful trial demonstrated
proof of concept

Material increase in qualified
leads generated for sales

Simple implementation,
managed by CommVersion

INCREASED LEAD
GENERATION

IMPROVED
SEO

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

No reduction in enquiry form
submissions, demonstrating

new business generation
without lead

cannibalisation.

NEW LEAD
GENERATION

A 24/7 live chat solution that increases and
enhances qualified lead generation,
improving marketing spend and driving
new sales. And that is just what
CommVersion does. 

By tracking user behaviour (such as entry
points, pages visited, and enquiry data),
pages that would benefit most from live
chat where identified and a bespoke
deployment strategy was constructed to
ensure the right ‘tone of voice’ and
messaging was used to nurture and
qualify traffic on their website.

Through extensive training about Galliard
Homes prior to launch, the CommVersion
Conversations Specialists ensure the best
real-time lead engagement at key website
touch points to drive conversion, 24 hours
a day.  



Learn More About SmartChat

The Galliard sales and marketing team
are able to see all live chat KPI’s through
CommVersion dashboard.

Through a simple integration, leads 
can automatically populate into an
existing CRM system. 

Our Dashboard And CRM
Integration

commversion.comsales@commversion.com

Trusted by the best

Don't Just take Our Word For It

"Excellent service, perfect
knowledge, steadfast dedication

to the job"

"Very caring, understanding
and professional and gave me

confidence" "Very fast, response
and easy to

respond"

"Great service, quick and easy
responses, trustworthy at all times"

"Charlotte was very quick to
respond, and passed on my
details to the relevant team"

"Incredibly helpful, informative,
and told me exactly what I was

after. Cheers Joanka"

"Helen was very helpful and
knowledgable"

"Emma was easy
to talk to"
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